Contract Manufacturing
Design, Prototyping and Production Partner

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT

Design phase
Working in collaboration with you, we look at the product needs
to help you ensure effective design and streamline your product
development.
Product concept

Updates on Latest
Technologies

 Improve your product ideas
 Provide the latest fastening technologies
 Seminars and e-learning platform to deepen
your fastening knowledge

Design optimization

Cost Saving
Opportunities
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 Ensure the technical feasibility and economic
viability of your design
 Identify design cost saving potentials
 Streamline your design to reduce purchasing,
warehousing and assembly cost

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT

Prototyping phase
We facilitate your prototyping efforts by providing expert laboratory testing at our facilities, and make accessible your most commonly used fasteners for immediate availability.
Test services

Comprehensive Set
of Services

 Fulfil all your testing needs in one of our 7 test
centers in Asia, among which one is ISO-17025
 Risk reduction and quality assurance through
the fulfillment of your statutory requirements
 Varied tests: mechanical, chemical & functional

Sample bank

Faster Turnover
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 Browse our wide range of fasteners to identify
and gain access to the fasteners required for
immediate use in your designs
 Availability of the fasteners helps to facilitate
fast turnaround during testing or prototyping

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT

Production phase
Our Industry 4.0 ready logistic systems paired with our assembly
technologies maximize your production efficiency while maintaining the best quality level of your products.
Smart factory

Digital Transformation

 Ensure the receiving of the right products at the
right time
 Transform your manual ordering process into
an automated and intelligent system
 Streamline supplier base from multiple to one

Product and assembly technologies

Increased Overall
Productivity

 Diverse product solutions and installation
equipment suited to your most stringent needs
 Fitting solutions to lower total cost of ownership
 Optimize your production line, leading to quality
improvements and assembly cost reduction
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CONTRACT MANUFACTURING

Product development management
Any product development process usually involves a
series of stages that can be separated into three main
phases - Design, Prototyping and Production phase.

Design phase

Prototyping phase

Production phase

We tap on our expertise to look
into the best ways to optimise
our customers’ product ideas ensuring their successful product
development.

We utilize our global network of
laboratories to run the necessary
tests for our customers’ designs
to ensure their blueprints are
ready for mass production.

We optimize our customers’ production in a smart and lean way
using our intelligent logistics
systems and tailor-made product
solutions.
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BUSINESS MODEL

Proven Productivity
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From years of cooperation with our customers, we
know what makes a proven and sustainable impact.
We have identified what it takes to strengthen the
competitiveness of our customers. Therefore we
support our customers in three strategic core areas.
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And third, we optimize our clients‘ production in a
smart and lean way using Smart Factory Logistics,
our methodology, intelligent logistics systems and
tailor-made solutions.

Firstly, when we find optimal Product Solutions by
evaluating and selecting the best fastening part for
the intended function in our customers‘ products.

Understood as a promise to our customers,
“Proven Productivity” contains two elements:
Firstly, that it demonstrably works. And secondly,
that it sustainably and measurably improves the
productivity and competitiveness of our customers.

Second, from the moment our customers begin to
develop a new product, our Assembly Technology
Expert services deliver the smartest solutions for all
possible fastening challenges.

This philosophy motivates us each and every day to
always remain one step ahead.
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